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called 251G" [the cubit ofthe common people,

or the common cubit], because it wants one w

[orfist] qf what is called .:1:L;ll [the cubit of

the king], namely one of the Kisrds, (Mgh, Mgh,)

not the last of them, whose at) was seven(Mgh :) [see also ,3,» : it is also an astronomical

measure ; and as subh, it seems, from several

instances in which it is mentioned'by Kzwand

other writers, to be, probably, by rule, two

degrees; nearly the half, or quarter, of the length

assigned in different instances to the measure termed

é; ; but, like the latter, not precise nor uniform

in every instance :] the dim. is i with 5

Ian

because it is fem.; (TA ;) or 7 [or i 6)},

without 3, accord. to those who make it masc.]:

(L voce :) the pl. is and (O,

Msb,K;) or, accord. to Sb, the former only;

(S, Msb;) and Sb adds, they have given it this

fprrn of plxbecause. it‘ is fem.; meaning, that

abs and and Jags’, when fem., have the pl.

of the measure (TA.) In the phrase

Us [The garment, or piece of

cloth, is seven’btéubits by eight spans], they6,.‘ because ail is fem., and ZQLJ because )L_..‘.Il

is masc. ; ($; [and the like is said in the Mgh ;])

and because the length is measured by the CD3,

and the breadth by the (s in art. OJ.)

51;} is also used as anlepithét, applied to a masc.

n.: thus they say, .__a,.‘i Us [This is a gar

ment, or piece of clgth, aacubit length].’ (Kh.)

You say also, uh; ,A It is

prepared, or made ready, on my part : :) and

uh; 5i’! $.10 Infill pay it to thee in

ready money: or it is prepared, or made ready,

for thee: the being a certain vein in the

C53. (TA.)_-[Hence several tropical signifi

oations :] see in six places: and see also

_ Hence also, (Z, TA,) IThe instrument with

which one measures the length of the {b} [or

cubit], ([5, Z, O, Mgh, K,) made of a piece of

wood, (Mgh,) or whether it be iron or a rod of

wood. (0, [Hence also,] r A sleeve : as in

the phrase -t[a garment, or

bright stars, which are one ofthe Mansions ofthe

Moon: :) [there are two asterisms thus called;

together, Qlhfiill: one ofthem is] @3501,

[also called .seb'gfll 835,] the two bright

stars [a and B] in the heads of Gemini: (Kzw in

his description of Gemini:) [the other is called

dig-2;" E1351‘, and] +159! Elk, the

two bright stars [a and ,8] of Cam's lllinor:

(Kzw in his description of Canis Minor:) [hence

it appears that the ancient Arabs, or many of

them, extended the figure of Leo (as they did

also that of Scorpio) far beyond the limits which

we assign to it: the former 1)} accord. to those

who make :32" to signify “the auroral rising,”

but the latter accord. to those who make it to

signify “the auroral setting,” is the Seventh

Mansion of the Mcan : the following descriptions

in Kzw’s account of the Mansions of the Moon,

and in the O and and TA, are obscure and

inaccurate :] 83.53! is one ofthe .IlIansions of the

ZlIoon, (O,Kzw,K,) and is called Ju')"Legal, (O,Kzw,) or Eloy-NH “'3! C113:

:) the lion has a which. is 3.1:” and a

at); which is Jeanie, (O, Kzw,K,) and this is

the one next to Syria, (0, or on the left,

(Kzw,) and in it the moon has a mansion,- the

ilaw being next to El-Yemen, (O,K,) or on

the right; (Kzw;) [but this description of their

relative positions should be reversed, as is shown

by what precedes and by what follows ;] each

being two stars, between which is the measure of

a is; [or whip]; (0;) and the latter is higher

in the sky, and more extended, than the other,

(K,:I‘A,:) this is called ($, TA) also (TA)

‘than the. ($,TA.)

5)’

C3,} : see what next follows.

Q64’) Wide in step, ($, K,) and light, or active,

in pace, or going ,- (K ;) applied to a. horse, ($,

K,) and to a camel; as also 75333: (K:) and

quick : (S, Msb,K :) [and so 'éi ; for] ' $6535,

($,Q,K,) applied to the legs of a quadruped

(£55), ($, TA,) signifies quick, K,) wide in

step, taking much of the ground: (0, or, as

some say, this last word signifies the legs of a

beast, (TA,) like v @133, (sag) pl. of £133..

(131.) It is said of Mohammad, iria trad., bté,

-u:_;" 61.); ‘Y He was quick, and wide qfstep, in

walking. (TA.) And you say, limb é»);

+11 man quick in writing. (TA.) And

e , o I

by» ‘5.5! +He ate quickly and much. (TA.)
’ U r "4

And 6)} J25 rQuich slaughter. And

I a ID,

as!) a,» tSpreading death: (K :) or quick,

spreading death, such that the people can hardly,

or can in no wise, bury one another. (TA.) _

rAn ample thing, afihir, or state. a: rAn

intercessor. (lbn-’Abbad,

6D,; I

a» a dim. of q. v.

i113); A. she-camel by which the archer, or the

like, conceals himselffrom the game, ($,K, TA,)

walking by her side, and shooting, or casting,

when the object puts itself in his power, having

first left the she-camel to roam at pleasure with

(0,15,) whe'r‘ifm'e it is called are‘; (0 5) and the wild animals in order that they may become

sometimes the moon deviates, and so has a mansion

in it: (0, [it is said in the TA that chi“ is

also a name of one of the aster-isms (

14D /

‘Lb-Al; but this is the same that is called the

lbw :] it rises [at dawn] on the fourth of)‘;

[or July 0. S.], and sets [at dawn] on thefourth

offizjl [or January, 0. 8.]: (O, Kzw:

[and' so in the K, except that in this last, it is

erroneously said to set in (J33)! :]) so says

lKt: but Ibraheem El-Harbee says that it rises on

the seventh ofj,;3, and sets on the sixth of g’ilfi

1 rr

piece of cloth, variegated, or figured, in the 153“- (O:TA-) [See 410m in art- J15;

sleeve]: pl. Vigil», a pl. not agreeing with its

sing., like and (TA.) __ 0f the

fore legs of bulls or cows, and of sheep or goats,

[The arm; i. e.] the part above the this : and of

the fore legs of camels and horses and mules and

asses, [likewise the arm,- i. e.] the part above

the : (K :) [also the arm-bone of any of the

animals here mentioned :] accord. to Lth, (TA,)

of any animal, [.but this is by synecdoche, tthe

fore leg ;] i. q. .s; ; (Msb, TA ;) applying to the

whole of whatever is called thus: (TA :) [thus,
a 4

again, corresponding to 6b; this latter term, in

like manner, having a proper and a synecdochical

. r» J v

acceptation. Hence the prov.] .aaalt Jain] '9

as s es"1: "C119! [Feed not than the slave

with the shank, lest he covet the ow]. (K.)_

[Hence,] Eggs", also called .Q'E)“ £1}, fTwo

and see also 2;, and 21:15.] The rhyming prosaist

of the Arabs says, viii" a‘); £2,111’:
J ,5 440”, e ,3‘ :5 r, '0"! a '

Us giro” 5,5,5, ch31 gas): cf idiom,Eli [When the Dhirda rises at dawn, the

sun puts of the veil, and the rays ascend in the

horizon, and the mirage flickers, or glistens, in

every plain]. (TA.) And the Arabs assert that

when there is no rain [at any other season] in the

year, the {1)} does not break its promise, though

it be but a [or weak shower of rain] : (Kzw,

TA :) [or] its ‘,3 'is approved, and seldom does it
, -

break its promise. (Kzw.) _ it); also signifies

+A certain mark made with a hot iron upon the

arm ofa camel: (S, K :) and is a mark of C

the Benoo-Thaalebeh in El-Yemen, and ofsome

persons of the Benoo-Mdlih-Ibn-Saad. (K.)_

Also tThe jore part of a spear or spear-shaft .

familiar with her; (TA ;) like ;) as

’ of also (K:) pl. (IAar.)._Hence,

{Anything that brings one near to a thing ,

(IAar;) a means of access, nearness, intimacy,

ingrgtiation, attachment, or gonperciompsyp.

ELF); Msb,K,TA;) and W; and like);

(TA,) as also v 553; (Ibn-’Abbad, 1;.) pl.($,Msb.) You say, c5124’) ISuch a

one is my means of access to thee, and of attack

ment to thee, or connexion with thee. (TA.)_

Also, [like $23,] A. ring by aiming at which one

learns the art of shooting, or casting [the lance

dc]. (TA.)

°S3= ,
a l dims. of £12, q. v.

39)}: \

A measurer with the [or cubit]. (T

in art. )gl.)_A he-camel that drives the she

camel with his arm and so makes her lie down

that he may cover her. (Ibn-’Abbad, K.)

éjts [so in a copy of the $ and of the K and in

the TA: in one copy of $ and in one of the K,

£135: in the CK, but the right reading is

9);, as is shown by verses in which it occurs,

cited in the TA, and by its pl.,] A. small [skin qf

the kind called] 5), which is stripped offrom

the part next to the [or arm], (S,K,) and

l\_'




